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• Enhance

• Collaborate 

• Influence 



No Time to Lose campaign update 
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Occupational cancer

At least 666,000 people 

die every year from a 

work-related cancer –

that’s one death every 

47 seconds

Global estimate



Occupational cancer
Research in Britain

- 8,000 work-related cancer deaths a 

year

- 14,000 new cancer registrations 

each year are down to 

occupational exposure

- Just under half of deaths put down 

to occupational cancer are in the 

construction industry 



No Time to Lose campaign aims to:

• raise awareness of a significant health issue facing 

employees

• suggest some solutions on how to tackle the 

problem

• offer free practical, original materials to 

businesses to help them deliver effective prevention 

programmes 



The three phases so far… 



Free practical materials 



Pledge signatories raising awareness of 

occupational cancer



Supporters raising awareness of 

occupational cancer 



Supporting our worldwide network 



Working with the media 



IOSH, BOHS, HSE ‘Working together to beat 

occupational cancer – Spotlight on Silica’ roadshow 



Latest news – silica commitment six months on



No Time to Lose core partner of NHS England’s 

‘Cover Up, Mate’ campaign 



No Time to Lose shortlisted for a CIPR Excellence 

Award for best healthcare campaign 2017



Campaign highlights: 2014–2017 



Some of the ways our pledge signatories and 

supporters are tackling occupational cancer

Tim Walsh and guest speakers 
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2020
Keith Hole Head of SHEQW

MTS Cleansing Services Ltd.
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Why

How

What Who

When

The Five ‘W’ Question
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Support from 
the FTA on 

Vehicle 
Emissions

New vehicles 
using EURO 6  

Engines

CCTV Vans with 
battery powered 

technology

Retrofitting of 
pre EURO 4 

vehicles with 
EMINOX

Improved 
maintenance 

monitoring with 
TruckFile

Tyre lease 
programme with 

Tructyre

Advanced depot 
and route 

planning of 
vehicles using 

CTrack

Smaller Vehicles 
to enable a 

more flexible 
fleet

Workshop 
upgrades to 

improve Local 
Exhaust 

Ventilation

Our Journey; 2020
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No Time To Lose – Solar 

Radiation
Simon Toseland, SHEQ Director



About Norse

• Norse delivers a wide range of FM services including 

catering, grounds, security, cleaning, transport, refuge 

collection, HWRC’s and building maintenance.

• We work closely with local authorities in a Joint Venture 

arrangement, delivering many of these services on their 

behalf. 

• The Norse Group has a national coverage with over 10,000 

employees.



Our NTTL Pledge – March 2016

The messages are aligned with our own vision and action 

plan aimed at preventing occupational ill health issues from 

arising and to promote a healthy life.

Everybody has the right to go home safe and well after a 

day working with Norse. This initiative will undoubtedly 

help raise awareness of the importance of effectively 

managing risks in the workplace that could give rise to 

instances of work related ill health. 



Solar Radiation our strategy

• Risk profiling our services – Grounds and HWRC operatives were considered to be our high 

risk groups. 

• Researched what was already happening in Norse, as well as in other organisations.

• Worked in partnership with our PPE suppliers to identify tops, sunhats and glasses (involved 

our operatives).

• SMT / Union buy - in 

• Utilised NTTL materials, with Norse branding.

• Rolled out to target groups (as part of an initiative).



Initiatives



Lessons learnt

• Heat fatigue / stress assessed as a separate hazard

• Manager / Supervisor buy-in 

• Change of attitude and culture – not easy!

• Education not ramification (risk assessment)

• Inform HR and others (union reps)

• L/S Tops have added benefits  

• Vast majority are fully engaged – reinforce positive behaviours!



Thank you



Making dust matter to our 

workforce 

Keith Morey

CDM Integration Manager 

IP Signalling - Southern

Network Rail

Everyone Home Safe - Everyday



Who are we?

Everyone Home Safe - Everyday

Network Rail own and operate the railway infrastructure 
in England, Wales and Scotland on behalf of the nation

That’s 20,000 miles of track, 40,000 bridges and viaducts and thousands 
of tunnels, signals, level crossings and points. We also manage rail 

timetabling and 18 of the largest stations in England, Scotland and Wales.
We work round-the-clock to provide a safe, reliable experience for the 

millions using Europe’s fastest-growing railway each and every day.



Everyone Home Safe - Everyday

How does dust impact us?

Network Rail procure around 2 million 
tonnes of new ballast each year. 
At some work sites plant operators drop 
the ballast from height when unloading 
rail wagons thus increasing the potential 
for dust to be released into that work 
environment.



So what have we done?

Everyone Home Safe - Everyday

Our regulator said 

Good progress 
across supply chain 
by BDWG members 
BUT still could do 

more !!

Having identified that there is a concern 
we have set about raising awareness in 
the issue.
We have an internal working group for 
Ballast dust that have produced some 
posters and info 



Our Commitment to No Time To Lose

Everyone Home Safe - Everyday

We are committed to improving the health & wellbeing of all our people, we 
recognise the benefits of taking a more collaborative approach and 
engaging with our supply chain to raise awareness levels, identify 
improvement opportunities and promote good practice – we will do more.

Network Rail is supporting the IOSH No 
Time to Lose campaign because by 
sharing our learning and working with 
IOSH gives us access to more 
information from other sectors of 
industry and shows the health issues 
across all industries not just rail. 



What are we doing ?

Everyone Home Safe - Everyday

Network Rail have their own web 
pages called Safety Central.
On here you will find all the 
Network Rail information on RCS 
and dust, from Ballast dust to 
construction dust.

All of this is freely available, not 
only to our own employees but 
also any of our contractors and to 
anyone who logs onto the site

This provides a source of 
information for any and all to help 
get the message across including 
personal accounts from people 
affected 



Changing our ways to get better every day 

Everyone Home Safe - Everyday

Network Rail have also looked at the 
Standards we use and what changes 
are required to get better everyday.

Revised Health & Safety Management 
system documentation to include Dust 
and health surveillance within the 
scope - Signed off 25-05-17

New Network Rail standard for dust !
NR/L2/OHS/157 – Health surveillance 
for silica and asbestos and the 
management of diagnosed 
occupational respiratory conditions, 
and clarity on supporting processes 
based on research from BOHS & IOSH



Use the Info – There is no time to lose !!

Everyone Home Safe - Everyday

We encourage all our employees to use 
the available materials & brief it out to 
all. We display it in prominent places.
We encourage a workforce who will not 
work in an unsafe environment and 
Management who expect our work to 
be planned and carried out safely –
Videos, leaflets and briefings are part 
of that journey 



Can you improve your health?

Everyone Home Safe - Everyday

Network Rail are on this journey to 
improve our workers’ health.
We want a railway free from these 
hazards by better design, better 
planning and better working practices.

But for us all to achieve that we have 
to stop hiding health or sweeping dust 
under the carpet!!

Don’t be too busy to improve !!

5 Years ago this would not have been 
wet ballast being dropped at low level 
with an operator wearing gloves and 
mask – We are getting better and we 
will continue to work with IOSH to 
help make a better Britain 



The key to improving – Take that first step 

Everyone Home Safe - Everyday



Thank you

Everyone Home Safe - Everyday
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Considerate Constructors Scheme
Supporting No Time To Lose Campaign

Victoria Knowles

Head of Public Relations

Considerate Constructors Scheme
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Why?

The construction industry has a huge impact 

on all our lives, so it is crucial that the entire 

industry presents a positive advertisement 

at all times

Who?

The Scheme is open to all UK and Irish 

construction sites, companies and suppliers 

of all types and sizes. Around 7,500 sites 

register with the Scheme every year

What?

Any work defined as ‘construction’ can 

be registered

When?

Sites should be registered prior to any 

construction activity, including any 

demolition work. Companies and 

suppliers can register at any time

How?

Through the monitoring and promotion 

of registration

What is the Scheme?

Improving the image of construction
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Code of Considerate Practice
• Care about Appearance

Constructors should ensure sites appear professional and well managed

• Respect the Community

Constructors should give utmost consideration to their impact on 

neighbours and the public

• Protect the Environment

Constructors should protect and enhance the environment

• Secure everyone’s Safety

Constructors should attain the highest levels of safety performance

• Value their Workforce

Constructors should provide a supportive and caring working 

environment
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Best Practice Hub
The Best Practice Hub is a comprehensive online resource showcasing best practice 

in the construction industry, hosting a wealth of best practice tips, expertise, guidance 

and case studies to help the industry:

• Meet and exceed the requirements of

the Code

• Perform to a higher standard

• Improve the image of the industry 

www.ccsbestpractice.org.uk



• Scheme asks specific questions about occupational health in Monitors’ 

Checklist:

Does the site care for the health and wellbeing of the workforce?
Occupational health risks assessed and addressed, posters, healthy lifestyle advice, 

emergency contact details, medical conditions, medications

How is the health and wellbeing of the workforce assessed and 

addressed?
Worker fatigue, weather protection, mental health, stress, e-smoking, health screening

• Raising the issue around 15,000 times per year during site, company 

and supplier visits

Creating greater awareness
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Creating greater awareness
• Launch of ‘Spotlight On… Occupational Cancers’ Campaign via 

Scheme’s Best Practice Hub, September 2015. Campaign provides:

• facts, figures and other information on current legislation

• examples of best practice

• case studies and links to other relevant resources 

• Published  in Innovation Today  and Industry  Image digital magazines

• Follow-up campaign published February 2016

• Launch of posters Spring 2017
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Campaign results

• Spotlight on… accessed over 7,700 times via Hub

• 100s posters purchased by Scheme registered sites, companies and 

suppliers

• Over 25 practical examples of Best Practice submitted from 

construction sector

Impact on site from Scheme Monitors:

• 85% have seen raised awareness on site visits

• 64% witnessed an increase in literature available to the workforce

• 57% felt that sites were tackling the issues at inductions and via 

toolbox talks



Get involved and make it happen

• Join Considerate Constructors Scheme

• Use Best Practice Hub as a free resource to download and 

distribute materials

• Register on to Scheme’s event Image of Construction, 21 

September. Event includes numerous workshops and exhibition 

stands on occupational cancer from IOSH and other organisations, 

as well as other key issues across industry

• E-learning modules
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Contact me on 

victoria.knowles@ccscheme.org.uk

07802 726380
@CCScheme

@ccsbestpractice



Sharing the No Time to Lose message

Simon Butt-Bethlendy
Public Relations Manager

How you can help our campaign reach more people



Reaching further

So many committed supporters have helped NTTL make a difference

- This time we wanted other communicators to join in

- Help us gather success stories and communicate more widely

- Lend us your expertise

Achieving more impact together



Facts and resources to help you

Access to good facts and messages

- Some starting points for your communications
- Internal communication

- Media and external relations

- Social media

- Other ideas
- Plan an event

- Partner with us on joint PR

- Get in touch

Research findings, advocates, case studies and messages



Facts and resources to help you



Facts and resources to help you



Facts and resources to help you



Facts and resources to help you



Our future plans

Shelley Frost 
Executive Director – Policy



Certificate presentation and photography in 

main concourse

Tim Walsh and Simon Butt-Bethlendy



Thank you for your support  


